REMINDER Tomorrow is the swimming carnival. Sandi and I will be there to look after the students. You are more than welcome to come in and help. There will be a need for some time keeping throughout the day. Attached is a price list for the pool canteen and a program of the day’s events. Please ensure your child has the appropriate swim wear, hat, sunscreen and drink bottle/s.

NORTHERN STAR “MY FIRST YEAR” The Northern Star are planning to put a liftout supplement in the paper on Wednesday, March 25th. It will contain photos of the Kindy children from all participating schools. For our school to be included we need permission from each kindy family. A photo will be taken at school by Sam and sent to the Northern Star towards the end of this month. Just put a note in your child’s home pack to Mrs Spackman if you would prefer your child was not included.

WOODY HEAD CAMP The proposed camping trip to Woody Head has been confirmed. Now comes the fun part. If there is someone out there who would like to help co-ordinate the food for the week, I would be most appreciative. I know we have some very capable parents out there who love doing this sort of thing, even though they might grumble and groan sometimes. A labour of love they call it. Day activities are already being thought about and organised. Night time activities have been discussed too. For those ‘new’ parents you must have questions. I will attempt to give an outline of what is happening and if you have any queries just ask. Kindergarten children must be accompanied by at least one parent. Arrangements between parents have been made in the past and this is not a problem, just let someone at school know. You don’t have to attend the whole time or overnight. You can come for just the day activities. The costing is worked out per day/s or night/s. Arrangements for food etc will be made but you are more than welcome to organise your own food requirements. There will always be a vegetarian option. If you bring a car in there is a separate cost - $7 per day or $22 per year. This is NPWS cost and gives access only to Bundjalung Park. Look at options for yearly NPWS entries.

P & C MEETING Last Tuesday Erin, Claire and Yasmine had a quick meeting at school to discuss a few things coming up this term. The first thing talked about was setting a day for the regular meetings and a date for the next one. Unless something changes, it has been proposed to hold the meetings on a Friday morning at 9:00/9:30am, the closer to 9am that we start the earlier the meeting will finish. The next meeting will be held on Friday 20th February, two weeks away. At this meeting, final preparations for the P & C fundraiser at the pool (4th March for the North Coast PSSA
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Swimming Carnival) will be finalised. Woody Head will be discussed. The next meeting, which is being advertised as the AGM will be held on Friday 20th March. The AGM is where new positions will be voted upon and the office bearers for the year will be elected. Please think very carefully about taking on a role in the P & C. Erin has indicated that she might have her hands full and if she can, she would like to have a ‘rest’ from her role and responsibilities as she now has other higher duties to attend to. (Congratulations and Llando looks so cuddly). The more we have the merrier it is.

**CLASS NEWSLETTER:** I know it is part of the stage 1 class yearly routines but this year I have asked that a newsletter be sent home for the other classes. Attached to this newsletter for students from the Knob-Tailed Geckos (year 5/6_ is their class newsletter outlining routines etc for this term at least. If any parent has any questions in regards to something in their child/s class newsletter, please don’t hesitate to call and seek an answer or clarification

**HOT FOOD DAYS FOR THIS TERM** In last week’s newsletter, I indicated that there would be no more canteen days on Friday and that we would be having special days throughout the term, co-ordinated by a parent. I hope everyone has had a think about helping out. I was just wondering if anyone has come up with a date/day for a special cook up day? If you have, please let me or someone at school know so that we can put it on the calendar and notify students and parents about your special day. All the facilities are here at school for your use. Amanda has laid a great foundation with her cooking lessons last year through out the grades. I am sure that there are many willing helpers!

**WORKING BEE** It sounds like this weekend is not a good weekend for a working bee either as it appears to be someone’s special day. I will be here on Sunday morning from about 8:00am till around 12 noon. I also have another working bee to attend in town - my son has kindly organised a day of digging up and preparing garden beds. If you can’t make it on Sunday but would like to help, don’t be afraid. There are plenty of little things to do around the school, weeding of the gardens, preparing the vegetable gardens, tidying up around the compost areas, whipper snipping out the front of the school etc. Come down when you can and when it suits you. I am looking forward to seeing the results and being pleasantly surprised during the term.

**YEAR BOOK ORDERS** Just a reminder that to those who ordered their yearbooks at the end of last year. They have been printed and are ready for pick up. Again, thanks Sam for a fantastic job on last year’s yearbook. Yearbooks can still be ordered this term. Get in quick. I have only heard of great comments from those who have purchased them.

**HATS** This year, the student council have decided to purchase school hats for everyone. This means that each child will be given a hat that is theirs for the year. **This hat will be left at school.** This should help alleviate the very common lost or can’t find my hat syndrome. The potential supplier is being sort after as I type.

**MARIST BROTHERS JUNIOR RUGBY LEAGUE**
SIGN ON Saturday 7/2/2015 and 14/2/2015 10.00am – 1.00pm and Thursday 19/2/2015 4.00pm – 6.00pm. At Crozier Oval Lismore – next to Oakes Oval. New players please bring original birth certificate. Online re-registration for existing players. Fees $115 includes shorts, socks and a polo shirt
Contact Jason Drew 0401 321 289

**Kyogle Soccer – Season 2015** Calling all soccer players young and old our season is about to start Senior training has commenced, every Tuesday and Thursday from 6pm Junior training will start on Thursday the 19th March. Players should register online using the “My Football Club” Website Any questions can be directed to kyoglefc@ffnc.net.au or to Glenn Rose on 0418 264 968